Comparisons Between Three

Form a question following the example. Use the information provided.

Example:

Q: favorite: meat/fish/vegetable
   にく さかな やさい ぱんす
   A: 肉 と 魚 と 野菜 の中で、どれが一番好きですか。

1. favorite: milk/tea/coffee
2. easiest: hiragana/katakana/kanji
3. coldest: January/April/July
4. longest hair: Tanaka/Nishikawa/Yamada
5. busiest: Monday/Thursday/Friday
6. most difficult: reading/writing/speaking of Japanese
7. ride most often: bus/subway/bicycle
8. read most often: newspaper/magazine/book
9. least favorite: cleaning/doing laundry/cooking
10. do shopping most often: convenience store/supermarket/department store
11. talk to most often: mother/father/older brother